
c ce   ci   cy 
cinema   spicy   cellar  
city   percent   central 
December   circus   icy 
 
Cindy    Cyril    bicycle    re-cycling 
choices   Cyclops   Cinderella   voice 
decide    circles    lacy    outer  space 
science  fiction     bouncing     fancy  
chance   dancing   pounced   certainly 

Draw the main characters in action and label: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Say /s/ when the letter ‘c’ is followed by letters e, i or y.   Say the words whilst finger-tracking underneath.   Make up a story and draw a picture.  
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g ge  gi  gy
gems   ginger   gentle 
energy  giraffe  genius 
gymnastics   allergic    
 
Gillian   Gilbert   generally   genuine 
giant steps   give  energetic   diligent 
gyrating    foggy    gigantic    germs 
danger   dangerous   strange   range   
generous    getting    gorgeous    gifts  

Draw the main characters in action and label: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

You might need to say /j/ when the letter ‘g’ is followed by letters e, i or y.   Say the words whilst finger-tracking underneath.   Make up a story.  
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o oe
unusual pronunciation for common words: 

to  do  who  whose 
shoe   shoes 
do   does 

hero    heroes    woes 
foes    tiptoe    radios 
toes   bravo   judo  go 
 
Joe  Ringo   goes   solar   discotheque 
domino  dominoes   palominos   Pluto 
in the throes of…    echo  echoes   hoe 
tomato  tomatoes    mango  mangoes 
potato  potatoes   bingo   studio  also  

Draw the main characters in action and label: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Say the sound /oa/.   Say the words whilst finger-tracking underneath.   Make up a story and draw a picture.   Can you write some of the story? 
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i - e i - i i - y
hike  bikes  like  hiding 
rides  riding  shiny  icy 
awhile   slime   timing  
 
Mike   Spike   grimy   miles   smiling 
decides   hides   piles   slides   sliding 
ripe    stripes    astride    strike  out 
fine   sites   white   biting cold   dine  
piping hot    mines    stripy    whining  

Draw the main characters in action and label: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Say the sound /igh/.   Say the words whilst finger-tracking underneath.   Make up a story and draw a picture.   Can you write some of the story? 
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o - e o - i o - y
home   alone   awoke  
dopy  groping   smoky 
dozing   chicken bones 
 
Tony   phoned   smoking   ring tone 
choking   broke   sloping   supposed 
hosepipe   nosy  nose   dose   closing   
exposed    posed the question    quote 
hosed   closed   pokes   spoke   hope   

Draw the main character in action and label: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Say the sound /oa/.   Say the words whilst finger-tracking underneath.   Make up a story and draw a picture.   Can you write some of the story? 
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e e e - e e - i
themes   scenic   trees 
evening   green   scene 
supremely   in between 
 
Meena    Pete    succeed    extremely 
compete  competing  centipedes  seen 
complete   completing   deplete   bees 
concrete  stampede  stampeding  free 
scheming   intercede   agreed   need    

Draw the main character in action and label: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Say the sound /ee/.   Say the words whilst finger-tracking underneath.   Make up a story and draw a picture.   Can you write some of the story? 
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a - e a - i a - y
baby  face  make  lacy 
tape    game    space 
place    lazy    tracing  
 
Tracy   Jake   paper   taped   blade   
zany   traced    erased   eraser   fake   
glazed    Sellotape    bake    amazing  
making   same   state   shades   race 
bravely   many   any   navy   wavy     

Draw the main characters in action and label: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Say the sound /ai/.   Say the words whilst finger-tracking underneath.   Make up a story and draw a picture.   Can you write some of the story? 
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u e u - e u - i u - y 
Duke   venue   statue 
ruled   music   tunes 
flutes   lutes   amusing 
 
Bruce  salute  avenue  assumed  true 
Lucy   fuming   tuning   puny   clues 
rescued   unduly   overdue   refused 
ruling   mule   pruned    runes   puce 
obtuse   acute    duly   unruly   busy   

Draw the main characters in action and label: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Say the sounds /yoo/ and long /oo/.   Say the words whilst finger-tracking underneath.   Make up a story and draw a picture.   Write some or all of the story.   
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air are ear ere
downstairs    fair  hair 
where   beware   flares 
unbearable  there  care 
 
Clair   Piere   shared   despair   glare   
wearing  nowhere  stared  bear  pair 
flared   repaired   chairs   bearer of… 
hairy   bared its teeth   spared   mare 
dare   fared   tears   aware   declared  

Draw the main characters in action and label: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Say the sound /air/.   Say the words whilst finger-tracking underneath.   Make up a story and draw a picture.   Write some or all of the story.    
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eer ear ere ier
career   mountaineer 
appear  sheer  frontier 
fear  hemisphere  deer  
 
Piers  Kiera  dear  hear  tears  fearful  
piercing   interfere   fiercely  severe 
cheerful   engineer   sneered   steers 
clearing   yearly   here   merely   ears 
nearly   persevere   skier   atmosphere 

Draw the main characters in action and label: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Say the sound /eer/.   Say the words whilst finger-tracking underneath.   Make up a story and draw a picture.   Write some or all of the story.    
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ir 
 

i r     i r     i r                            
                                            
 

third   birthday   shirt 
bird    firm   squirted 

lthirsty   thirteen   gir  
 
 

Kirsten   Dirk   skirt   t-shirt    shirk 
mirth    birch    firstly    dirty  knees  
sir  whir  thirty  fir trees   birth   stir 
skirmish   Virgo   quirky   twirling    
circle   circus   squirm   circuit   chirp 

Draw the main characters and label: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Say the sound /er/.    Say the words whilst finger-tracking underneath.    Make up a story and draw a picture.    Practise writing ‘ir’. 
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ur 
 

u r     u r     u r                         
                                            
 

burglar   surly   murky 
Thursday  church  furs 
lurks  hurt  burst  burn 
 
 

Burt   Ursula   nurse   purse   burger 
Saturday   burnt   curling tongs  urn 
surgery   unfurled   surname   sturdy 
spurned   murmur   lurched   urgent 
spur   purple   surge   burden   curse 

Draw the main characters and label: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Say the sound /er/.    Say the words whilst finger-tracking underneath.    Make up a story and draw a picture.    Practise writing ‘ur’. 
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ear wor our
search  pearls  words 
worldwide   rumours 
early  worth  glamour  
 
Earl   favour   working   unheard of 
worthwhile   colours   worst   earned   
research   heard   earnings   clamour 
learn   searched   worthless   flavour 
yearning   rehearsal   honour   earth   

Draw the main character in action and label: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Say the sound /er/ (and /uh/ for ‘our’). Say the words whilst finger-tracking underneath. Make up a story and draw a picture. Can you write some of the story? 
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